The Work Journal of Albert Bickford,
Mid-Nineteenth-Century Vermont
Farmer, Cooper, and Carpenter
From age twenty-three to thirty-seven,
Albert Bickford of Peacham kept a farm
journal describing his work, the weather,
and his wages for hiring out. In total, he
wrote 350 entries over a fifteen-year
period. Although parts of the journal are
repetitious, the rhythm of the work and
farming year become strikingly evident in
these brief entries. In addition, he
described coopering and carpentry,
religious and political issues, and social
concerns during the early years of the
cash economy in Vermont.

Edited with an introduction and epilogue by Lynn A. Bonfield

O

n March 5, 1848, twenty-three-year-old Albert Bickford of
Peacham, Vermont, set pen to paper and made the first in a
series of journal entries that would eventually stretch out
over the course of fifteen years. This young man, born in 1824 on his family’s farm in the north part of town, began, almost four decades after the
town’s founding, the earliest extant Peacham farm journal and one of
the few primary sources describing farming in the area. In 1840, 80
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percent of Peacham adult males were farmers or farm laborers. “Agriculture,” Peacham historian Ernest Bogart wrote, “was the chief and
in most cases the sole occupation of the inhabitants.”1 Preserved at the
Peacham Historical Association, Albert’s journal was donated prior to
1980, when formal accession records began, and therefore the provenance is unknown. At the top of the first page, the place where the journal was kept is identified simply as “Peacham.”
Peacham is located on the east side of Vermont in Caledonia County
and was settled in 1776. In the years that followed, many New Englanders migrated north to the new community. Among these were Benjamin Bickford and Bridget Keys of New Hampshire, who married in
Peacham in 1820.2 At that time, Peacham with a population of 1,294
was the second largest town in the county. It boasted the county grammar
school, a growing church, eight stores, and industry including gristmills,
sawmills, a carding shop, a blacksmith, a tannery, and at least one saddleand harness-making shop.3 Beginning in 1818, Benjamin Bickford purchased land located on the Centre Road, later called Penny Street, which
climbed Cow Hill on the northwest side of Peacham.4 By 1850, the
Bickford land, suitable for raising sheep and cattle and for growing hay,
corn, wheat, and other grains, also had a flourishing orchard of apple
and plum trees and a sizable sugar bush.5 It was on this farm that Albert,
the family’s second child and first boy, lived until he married and left
in 1862.

The Research Process
Identifying the journal writer was the first research challenge. No name
appears on the journal. Searching the entries for internal evidence such
as family names, important dates, place identifications, and local activities produced useful clues pointing to Albert Bickford. The location of
the farm where Albert kept his journal was found using town records
and the 1858 Walling Map of Caledonia County that specified farm
owners. The most northern farm on Cow Hill lists the name “B Bickford,”
Albert’s father. The town genealogy, People of Peacham, provided vital
dates for Albert Bickford, his parents, and siblings.
Once the name of the journal writer was known, it became the key to
unlocking town records, such as the annual grand lists with property descriptions and listers’ financial evaluations of real estate and personal
property. Knowing the journal writer’s name enabled other records to
be searched, including church and school records. The town of Peacham
has relatively complete records, having suffered no fires or other disasters in the town offices. This is also true for the Caledonia County
Courthouse, which holds probate records that can add to the biography
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of a person the property at death and sometimes an inventory of personal belongings.
The next step was to put Albert Bickford’s life as recorded in his
journal into the context of the times—family, community, town, county,
state, region, and nation. This is the challenge for historians who work
with primary sources, including journals, which must be fleshed out in
order to realize the full meaning of the entries, or, “to catch the atmosphere,” as Ernest Bogart uniquely stated in 1948.6 Peacham is fortunate in that there are several hundred letters and dozens of diaries of
nineteenth-century local families that complement Albert’s farm journal.
Especially useful for this project were the letters and diaries of the Watts
and Walbridge families of Peacham,7 contemporaries of Albert Bickford. Local newspapers with reports of village and county activities such
as agricultural fairs, political meetings, voting records, and social events
are another good contextual resource. In Albert’s time, Peacham residents could read the weeklies published in Danville and St. Johnsbury.
When Albert wrote in his journal that he went to Danville, the newspapers for that week point out what was going on in town at the time—
events that might have piqued his interest enough to have him make
the twenty-mile round trip. On August 27, 1848, Albert wrote, “I went
to the Caravan at Danville last Tewsday.” Two weeks earlier, The North
Star announced the coming of the “Menagerie” with “30 Carriages of
Animals, drawn by One Hundred Horses” and the recent arrival of “The
Asiatic Rhinoceros.” Albert did not note if he watched the caravan
from the side of the road or if he paid the twenty-five cents admission
to see the exhibition and the performance of the “Lion Queen,” a Miss
Adalina, who entered “the den of the Fiercest Animals.”8 The news
story broadens the understanding of Albert’s one-line entry.
Of great importance in this process of adding flesh to the bones of
Albert’s journal is the Peacham Historical Association, founded in 1921
by long-time residents. Among its activities is a commitment to collect
and preserve local records including diaries, letters, and reminiscences;
photographs and other visual materials; the archives of churches, schools,
and local organizations; the records of stores and industry; copies of articles about Peacham;9 and artifacts including tools, textiles, and domestic items. Another step taken by the Historical Association to preserve local history was its cooperation with the Vermont Historical
Society in 1948 to publish a town history by summer resident and
Ph.D. economic historian Ernest L. Bogart. Peacham: The Story of a
Vermont Hill Town continues to be the major source on the development and changes in the town from its beginnings into the twentieth
century.
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These sources are available to help unravel the mysteries of private
writings. What on the surface appears to be a rather dry journal with a
minimal list of activities can provide a broader and deeper historical
perspective. In the case of Albert’s journal, the life of a young man born
on a farm unfolds as he describes the chores of farming. Albert’s seasonal,
as well as daily work, could have been written by many a New England
farmer at the time. In addition to farm life, Albert offers insights on carpentry and coopering, religious practices, political issues, and social
concerns of the time. The journal describes the transitional period of time
when skills used on the farm translated into work for wages, in other
words the commercialization of rural work. In this research process, a
simple document grows into a three-dimensional picture, revealing
details and a sense of a past that has completely disappeared.

The Journal
Albert gave no reason for starting to keep a journal. He did not admit
to making the obviously homemade volume or receiving it as a gift. He
never referred to the bound pages as a journal, diary, or record book, but
since he clearly wrote it for the purpose of keeping a record of his
work, it may best be described as a work journal.
Albert penned his work record in a hand-made journal divided into
two parts. The first pages are on off-white paper measuring 8 3 13
inches; the last pages are on blue-ruled paper measuring 8 3 10 inches.
All twenty-five pages are held together by thick tan thread stitched
about an inch apart down the spine. The journal has no cover or back.
Albert’s entries follow one after another in run-on style, the left-hand
margin having no significance in terms of placement of date. There is
little or no space between dates, and sometimes not even between
years. There are no crossed-out words or sentences and the writing is
simple, lacking literary flair.
In the early years, Albert wrote weekly entries, mainly after returning from the Sunday church service, which he and his Peacham townspeople called “meeting.” His family must have been aware of his journal keeping because he began the practice in winter when he would
have sat in the warm part of the house with others. As the years went
by his entries became less regular, and from 1856 on, he wrote fewer than
ten times a year. During these later years he often worked away from
home, and the gaps in the journal suggest that he left it behind and
summarized his activities when he returned home. Spelling and sentence structure throughout are indicative of his basic but limited education, which amounted to the district school for the early years and at
most three terms at the highly regarded Caledonia County Grammar
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Manuscript page from Albert Bickford’s farm journal.
Courtesy Peacham Historical Association.
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School, called the Peacham Academy.10 His short entries record the facts
and serve the purpose of presenting his work life.
Albert mentioned his father only in journal entries such as “worked
for Father,” and he made no mention of his mother. Nor did he refer to
his older sister, Emily, although her husband, whom she married in
1847, is noted in sixteen entries, such as “worked for James R. Kinerson.”
Albert referred only once to his brother Russell, two years younger.
On September 23, 1849, he wrote that Russell “started for Lowell,” with
no explanation that the trip might be for visiting or going off to work in
that New England industrial center.11 No entries introduced Albert’s
younger brothers, Harvey and Charles, or his younger sister, Caroline.
Daniel Bickford, who hired Albert off and on, is identified simply as
“Uncle Daniel” with no clarification of his family connection. In this
journal, family members and family life are largely ignored.
After beginning the journal, it took three months before Albert referred to a social or leisure activity. That entry simply stated “went a
fishing.” It is one of the few non-work related activities mentioned. Thus
his entries differed from contemporary diarists who described a variety
of activities, added opinions, and often reflected on life, including religious beliefs. The first words in Albert’s first entry, “I worked,” make it
clear that he planned to record his work. It is not clear, however, why
he wanted a record of his work; nor is it clear if the record was for his
own use or a way of convincing others, maybe his father, that he was
working hard. In only one entry did he reveal that he might be writing
for his father, when he listed “your tubs” in a financial accounting in
July 1851. Another Vermonter, Benjamin Harwood, who lived on a farm
near Bennington, had his son Hiram take over in 1810 the keeping of a
diary for financial transactions and farm production. Harwood hoped
to instill a well-disciplined work ethic in his son, who was twenty-two. If
Benjamin Bickford had a similar goal for Albert, the journal does not
express it.12 For whatever reason, Bickford stuck with his journal, writing almost weekly for eight years, and then sporadically for another
seven years.

Journal Themes
Almost every entry in Albert’s journal begins with the words “I
worked” or “Worked,” usually followed by a short description of the
work and, if hired, the name of the person paying his wages. Of the 350
entries in the journal (see Table 1), only nine do not note the work Albert has accomplished since his last entry. Keeping a journal, or diary
with specifics about work, was common practice among Peacham farmers. After the Civil War, local farmers Ira Jennison, Charles A. Choate,
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TABLE 1 Subjects and Number of Journal Entries
by Albert Bickford
Year
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
Totals

Number of
entries

Days “work”
noted

Days “weather”
noted

Days other
activities

45
46
51
44
39
38
38
22
9
6
5
3
1
2
1
350

44
44
51
40
39
37
38
22
9
6
4
3
1
2
1
341

27
24
17
21
30
20
25
20
7
4
2
1
1
0
0
199

11
4
7
17
6
3
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
59

and Isaac N. Watts kept daily records of work accomplished. All of these
diaries or journals served as an account of their work and that of their
hired hands, the latter used for calculating wages.13 Farm work required
labor, and Peacham farmers often hired extra help, especially during
haying and harvesting. When not helping his father on the family farm,
Albert hired out to work for neighboring farmers. Thus Albert’s work
journal gives a detailed record of Vermont farm life at mid-nineteenth
century.
After work, the theme most noted in Albert’s journal was a description of the weather, an uncontrollable factor that strongly influenced
success or failure of the farm and was carefully watched and documented.14 He noted the weather in 199 entries, far fewer than the number of work entries but still a notable figure. Weather was either “bad”
or “good” for haying, and spring was either “forward” or “backward,”
as were crops. Albert always recorded the date when the first frost hit,
the ground froze, and the first snow fell. In spring he recorded when the
ground thawed and the date “Cows get there living out,” meaning grazing in the fields as opposed to the winter months when farmers had to
feed stock in the barn with hay and corn fodder raised on the farm or
purchased. Adequate feed was a major consideration for farmers because a winter could last six months or more, and the supply might not
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be sufficient, necessitating the sale or slaughtering of livestock. In 1855
after two years of little rain, Albert lamented that “the past year has
been hard for Farmers and for all People genarly,” making clear the
link between successful farming and the quality of life for all Peacham
residents.
The connection between weather and transportation was another
theme Albert described, noting when “slaying is good” or “spoiled,” and
when it was not “good wagoning.” His father did not own a carriage
during the time Albert kept his journal,15 so all trips from the family farm
down Cow Hill, with an elevation of 2,566 feet, were by wagon, sleigh,
horseback, or on foot.
Interspersed among comments on work and the weather, Albert occasionally added a few words describing his other activities, such as “attended meeting,” “got my teeth filled yesterday,” or “went to the Cattle
Fair.” When he traveled beyond Peacham he often noted the destination and purpose, such as in 1849 “to Irasburge after Cows” and in 1851
“to Danville to court.” One day in June 1855 he rode to Danville, giving
no reason for the trip, although two possibilities are suggested by The
Caledonian, a local weekly newspaper. It reported on a “most destructive fire” at Danville that burned down entirely the Wetherbee Tavern
and “the [Caledonia] Bank house” where only “the brick walls and
chimneys are left standing.” Albert certainly might have wanted to view
that scene, but he may have also attended the County Agricultural Society meeting on that day, where it was decided “without a dissenting voice
that the County fairs be localized for five consecutive years,” limited to
Barnet, Danville, Cabot, Ryegate, Groton, and Peacham.16 This appears
to have been an attempt to counter the dominance at the previous county
fairs of St. Johnsbury, the fastest-growing town in Caledonia County,
soon to be the county seat and the terminus of a major railroad line.
Health was another subject Albert often mentioned in his journal. In
1851 he “had the Doctor ten times” in October, another “13 times”
in November, and later in 1858, after two weeks of being unwell, “had the
Doctor three times.” Throughout the nineteenth century, Peacham was
fortunate to have trained physicians in town. Dr. Asahel Farr would
have attended to Albert from 1849 to 1854, when Dr. Luther F. Parker,
who studied at the Dartmouth Medical School, moved to Peacham and
took over Farr’s practice. The charge for house visits during this time
was fifty cents.17 Through the years of his journal, Albert suffered with
“the rheumatis in the feet,” probably arthritis, which sometimes kept
him from working for long stretches. He apparently missed the epidemic
of winter 1854–1855, when the newspaper reported “about 100 cases of
Measles in Peacham.”18
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Family Farm
As the oldest son, Albert must have shouldered much of the farm work
for his family. According to his journal, he worked steadily from spring
“plowing” to fall “harvesting.” Spring work, as farmers labeled it,
started around the first week of May when Albert recorded “began to
work on the land.” He ploughed, harrowed, and sowed wheat and other
grain, planted potatoes and corn, blasted rocks and made stone walls.
One of his chores was “grafting” and “trimming” the orchard, and he
usually recorded the dates when the plum and apple trees “are blown”
or “blown out,” expressive vernacular phrases. Then he turned his attention to “heaping up manure,” “drawing posts,” and “Shearing Sheep.”
Next it was time for “howing” the potatoes and corn. Haying began
mid-July and ended mid-August and the hay was mowed by hand scythe,
about an acre a day.19 Most years Albert recorded the total number of
wagon loads of hay brought to the barn. The farm had eighty-five loads or
Beginning and Ending Dates
of Haying
1848
July 11 to August 12
1849
July 9 to August 24
1850
July 16 to August 20
1851
July 21 to August 23
1852
July 15 to August 23
1853
July 14 to August 12
1854
July 16 to August 11
1855–62

Number of
Wagon Loads
90
58
85
total not noted
“3/4 of a usual crop”
93
60
not noted

more in 1848, 1850, and 1853, years of ample rain and sunshine, but there
were poor years too, and in 1852, he “had about 3/4 of a usual crop.” Fortunately the corn that fall was “more than a common yeald” with “93
bushels of ears of sound corn from one acre.” After haying, Albert
noted harvesting the wheat and other grain. Finally in September, he
dug potatoes and carrots, got in the corn and “husked it out,” plowed,
picked apples, drew out manure, and began working in the woods, an
endless job of providing wood for cooking and heating. From Thanksgiving into the new year, he “killed the Hogs” and wrote of “makeing
Meat tubs,” probably used to preserve the pork. When he was not specific about his work, he was “puttering.” Some chores, such as taking
care of the animals, must have been so routine that he rarely noted
them in his journal, even though he is listed in the Peacham Grand
Lists beginning in 1856 as the owner of a horse. Albert’s farm work entries could have been written by almost any Peacham farmer, so representative are they of the seasonal work each performed at the time.
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Peacham farmers did not pay their sons for farm work; they provided
food, shelter, clothing, medical care, and education. However, once a
boy reached twenty-one, accepted as the age of majority, he could make
his own decisions and keep his wages. In 1855 Moses Martin, the son of
a third-generation Peacham farmer, negotiated his farm wages with his
father for the summer after his twenty-first birthday. Another example
of independent decision making was Isaac Watts, who volunteered for
the Union army, against his father’s wishes in 1863, the day before
his twenty-first birthday.20 It is not known what arrangement Albert
made with his father or how the farm work was divided among his
brothers. In a short financial summary in the journal in 1851, Albert
listed as credit “Work & Chorse 6.50,” which might indicate wages from
his father. On the debit side, he listed “Board 25.50,” perhaps a payment to his father. In any case, as Albert’s work at carpentry increased,
his work on the family farm decreased but never stopped entirely.
Albert remained an essential contributor to the necessary work on his
father’s farm.

Peacham Farm Sales in the 1850s
Due mainly to westward migration, Peacham’s population began a
steady decline after 1840, when it peaked at 1,443. By 1850 the population was down to 1,377; by 1860, to 1,247. Many Peacham farmers sold
out and went west in search of cheap, fertile land with a longer growing
season. The local newspapers were full of farm sales and auctions. Even
Albert’s father, Benjamin Bickford, ran an ad in The Caledonian on his
farm in the summer of 1858 when he was fifty-four years old:
FARM FOR SALE. The subscriber, being out of health, is wishing
to sell his farm containing 150 acres which is divided by durable fence
into ten lots, five of which is in pasture all of which is well watered;
there is a large house and two large barns, a granery and convenient
sheds on the place; a plenty of good water running to the house and
barn. Said farm has on it a large orchard most of the trees being
young and thrifty; there is about 25 acres of woodland on the farm
with a plenty of young sugar trees. I will sell the farm cheap to any
one wishing to purchase, and if the purchaser wishes I will sell my
stock consisting of 25 herd of cattle and horse kind and farming tools.
Said farm lies both sides of the Centre Road, leading from Peacham
Corner to Cabot Branch, a little over two miles from the corner.21

At his age and in poor health, it is not surprising to learn Benjamin’s
plans for selling his farm. It is doubtful that he thought of going west,
but he may have planned to use money from selling his farm to retire,
possibly to a house at Peacham Corner, as did several other older farmers
during this period.22 In any case, Benjamin Bickford began selling off
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his land, and by 1860 his property on Cow Hill included only a house and
six acres.23
The big mystery is why Albert’s father wanted to sell while Albert
and his brothers were adults still living in Peacham. In most farm families only one son took over the house and land when the father became
less active or died. Often this was one of the younger sons, as the older
boys often reached maturity when the father was still active.24 In the
Bickford family, Albert, the eldest son, never mentioned in his journal
any thought of taking over his father’s farm; nor did he reveal any such
plans by his younger brothers. Although Albert must have been aware
of his friends and neighbors going to the California gold mines or
catching “western fever,”25 he noted no desire to go west. He stayed
put in Peacham, hiring out and saving his money. His hard-working
habits were valued by friends and neighbors. He may have found that
nineteenth-century goal of contentment that Peacham mothers like Roxana Watts hoped for their children: an acceptance of the role given them.26

Changes in Farming
Albert Bickford’s journal is a good source for documenting rural life
in New England at mid-nineteenth century. He recorded subtle shifts
from a localized, agrarian economy with its emphasis on family and community obligations to an economy based on market capitalism, featuring money exchange and profit.27 During the years of Albert’s journal,
when market capitalism began to prevail, cash was received for goods,
as seen in his income list of debt and credit in mid-1851. Albert noted
the signs of the new money economy, as he favored working as a carpenter with its higher wages than that of a hired farm hand. Through
his work journal, he clearly saw his wages in terms of cash, for cash had
become the common compensation for work.
A change slowly taking place at this time in Peacham and most of
Vermont was the reliance of farmers for their sustenance less on sheep
and beef cattle and more on dairy cows. In 1848 when Albert began his
work journal, he noted “Shearing Sheep” in June when the Peacham
Grand List recorded thirty-one sheep on his father’s farm. By 1850 the
Bickford farm had only two sheep, and through the next ten years,
the Grand List never recorded more than six sheep for Benjamin Bickford. Hazen Merrill, who farmed in the same district as the Bickford
family, had forty-six sheep in 1848 but by 1852 had stopped raising
sheep altogether.28 The Caledonian, reporting on the sheep population
on April 23, 1853, noted a large decrease after 1850, and historian
Ernest Bogart documented the sharp decline in the number of sheep in
Peacham from 1840 to 1860, blaming it on the loss of tariff protection
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on wool and increased western competition. A similar story is the decline
in numbers of beef cattle raised in Vermont. After years of successful
butchering, as seen in Albert’s journal in the winters of 1849 through
1853, he and other Peacham farmers recognized that feeding cattle was
cheaper in the West with its longer growing season; in 1840 western corn
could be bought for ten cents a bushel, as compared to the Peacham
price of seventy-five cents. The 1850 Grand List had Albert’s father with
twelve dairy cows while his neighbor, Hazen Merrill, had only eight. By
1859 Benjamin Bickford had seventeen and Merrill had increased his
cows to twenty-five, signaling that dairy farming in the Peacham area was
becoming singularly important.29
As the number of dairy cows went up, butter production increased,
and after midcentury it became a cash crop for many Peacham farmers.
This increase, well beyond the need of the family and even the community, plus the completion of the railroad to the area and the expansion
of markets to southern New England and New York, brought the demand for more butter production in Peacham. Local newspapers started
running ads such as those from John Martin’s store on June 3, 1854:
“Cash for butter.” Farmers sold their butter to local merchants who
served as middle men,30 shipping it by rail to Boston and other urban
areas, especially after the Barnet train depot opened, only a few miles
distant, in 1851. Albert never mentioned the railroad in his journal, but
others realized its importance as an impetus for increased agricultural
production. Newspapers began printing as many as five columns of
business cards from out-of-state companies, and it was reported that
the St. Johnsbury freight depot was “full of potatoes, butter, hops, grass
seed, &c.”31 At the end of July 1856, Roxana Watts, on a farm on
Peacham’s east hill, bragged that with only eight cows she had already
“made 500 pounds of butter.”32 In his journal, Albert ignored the production of butter on his father’s farm, even in 1850 when the farm
produced 2,200 pounds, according to the U.S. Agricultural Census. Butter production may have been carried out entirely by his mother and
sisters, being thought of as women’s work, while selling the butter was
probably in the hands of his father.
A further sign of the advent of a cash economy is Albert’s estimate in
October 1852 that the colt he had to kill after it broke its leg was “worth
about eighteen Dollars.” Animals were now seen not only in terms of
work, breeding, and sentimental value, but also in terms of work potential, replacement cost, and sale value. When spring was late in 1855 and
hay was needed to feed the cows, Albert listed the market rate of hay
at “12 to 15 dollars pr ton,” again reflecting recognition of the new
money economy. Albert’s journal documents economic changes for
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farmers, coopers, and merchants in New England, a time of adjusting to
new practices.

Coopering
For nineteenth-century Vermont farmers self-reliance was critical to
success. In addition to a wide variety of skills, farmers learned some rudimentary carpentry and coopering practices that filled vital needs in
their agricultural operations. Barrels, sap buckets, butter tubs, wash
tubs, boxes, and churns were used daily, most often made by the farmer
himself. Peacham farmer Ira Jennison recorded in his diaries, 1869–
1873, a variety of items he made, such as milking stool, knife box, sap
“yoak,” hoops, “clos” press, cake board, “berils,” “pailes,” and all sorts
of tubs for water, butter, meat, and “draw tub.”33 In a barter economy,
debts were sometimes paid with hand-crafted items, such as the barreltopped trunk covered in deer skin and decorated with leather initials
given to Lyman Watts in 1829 “in consideration 4 bushel of apples.”34
Occasionally a man would be so suited and skilled at this production
that he would set up his own shop and manufacture items in bulk. Such
a man was Albert Bickford.
It is not clear from the journal how Albert developed his cooper
skills, but it is clear that his specialty was making butter tubs. He gave
no description for these tubs as to size, proportion, or capacity, but basically the butter tub was a bucket without the bail handle. The tub could
be made in varying sizes to hold from ten to fifty pounds.35 The only fact
about the tubs in Albert’s journal comes from an early 1852 entry when
he wrote that he went to the mill and “bought 2000 butter tub staves in
blocks,” suggesting that he was buying stave blanks that had been rough
sawn to length and width at the mill. He would shape and finish them
by hand, then assemble the staves, the bottom round piece, and the
hoops that held the staves in place.36
In 1848, the first year of his journal, Albert Number of Butter Tubs
reported making 436 tubs. His highest output Albert Bickford
occurred in 1853 when he made 500. Over Made Each Year
436
the six years he tallied his production, he av- 1848
1849
not noted
eraged 433 tubs. When he gave an accounting
416
of his finances in 1851, he listed on the credit 1850
320
side two noteworthy payments: “tubs to Mar- 1851
490
tin 15.25” and “tubs to Brown 23.00.” These 1852
500
two men, long-time local merchants, John M. 1853
not noted
Martin at Peacham Corner and Ephraim C. 1854
440
Brown at Peacham Hollow, each owned a 1855
store in one of the centers of town.37 Both 1856–62 not noted
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stores advertised in The Caledonian. In early May 1849, John M. Martin & Co. appealed to “Butter Makers,” announcing “400 first rate Butter Tubs for sale,” and two weeks later he raised the number to seven
hundred.38 In all likelihood, Albert made some of these tubs.
The debt column in Albert’s July 1851 account where he noted “6
tubs 1.20” suggests that each tub brought twenty cents. If this is a correct
assumption, Martin’s store received around 76 tubs from Albert, and
Brown’s, 115. There was a lively market for butter tubs in Peacham.
During the winter months, Albert’s entries began with “Worked in
the Shop about all of last week.” Almost every farmer had an outbuilding used for making and sharpening tools, fixing harnesses, carpentry,
and storing objects that might be useful later. Albert never mentioned
the location of his shop, although his father’s farm had two barns and
three sheds, any one of which might have served well for a shop. He went
to his shop often and obviously considered it his place, not his father’s
or brothers’. When working in the shop, he always used the pronoun
“I,” never “we.” Albert worked alone in his shop.
After 1857 Albert no longer reported making butter tubs. It may be
that the butter box, better suited for railroad travel as it could be easily
stacked and returned empty, replaced the market for tubs.39 Fortunately, Albert did not limit his production to butter tubs. Additional items
he listed in his journal included: keelers, churns, wash tubs, “1 Carrot
Machene,” sled, meat tubs, cart body, ox yoke, “an axeltree to wagon,”
and cart wheels. His wide range of coopering skills was so highly regarded that in 1858 he was appointed to the committee to judge “First
Class Mechanics’ Work” for the annual fair of the People’s Agricultural
Society of Caledonia County, an honor usually given to well-known
farmers or merchants.40

Carpentry
In addition to being a cooper, Albert took up the carpentry trade. In
the early years of his journal he noted projects on his father’s farm such
as “putting a sill under the house,” “makeing a Buttery,” “makeing
Shingles,” “covering the Barn,” and “clabbording the house.” Soon his
carpentry was recognized by his Peacham neighbors, and he was hired
to work “makeing a cellar” and “laying down Stable floors.” By 1853
he was so skilled at building that he rarely described specific projects,
referring instead to jobs in general terms such as working on a house
or a barn.
Carpentry was another skill critical to farming, as farmers needed to
build sheds, raise barns, and underpin buildings. These are exactly the
projects Isaac Watts described in his 1865 diary when he returned from
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serving in the Civil War and took up farming in a serious way on
Peacham’s east hill. He also noted “tearing down the old Blacksmith
shop at the Hollow and drawing part of it up” to the Watts farm for a
sugar house which he then framed and boarded.41 Isaac had gone
through the Peacham Academy and taught school for several years, but
when he took over the farm from his ailing father, he needed to perform carpentry jobs. Albert perfected carpentry skills, but not only for
his father’s farm. He began to hire out as a carpenter.
As he recorded this transition, he wrote in 1854 of working several
weeks at “J Goodel in Cabot on his house,” then eleven weeks on Franklin Bailey’s house in the west part of Peacham, followed by at least a
week on Ira McClary’s house at the Corner. By the end of 1856, Albert
was fully committed to “the joiners business.” Counting the names of
people in his work journal for whom he performed carpentry that year,
he worked on at least eight houses, mainly in Peacham. Once he realized the added wages for carpentry, he hired out less as a farm hand
and more at his new trade.

Working for Wages
With the western migration and California gold rush in the 1840s and
1850s, Peacham, like many rural areas in New England, suffered a scarcity of hired help as many men left for economic opportunities elsewhere. Albert never had trouble finding work, first as a hired farm hand
and then as a carpenter. Early on, he noted more than two dozen farmers he worked for, usually for a few days during haying and harvesting. The common wage for farm work at mid-nineteenth century in
Peacham was a dollar a day.42 Although he did not keep his financial
record in his journal, it became clear that as Albert grew older and the
money economy took hold in Peacham, wages were important to him,
and higher wages were a goal.
As he became known as a carpenter, and presumably his younger
brothers took on the farm chores at home, Albert hired out as a builder
for periods of a month or more. In his journal he noted working “at the
joiners business . . . at $1.25 per day.” Albert began to ply his trade as
often as he could. One of his steady employers was his brother-in-law.
On August 28, 1853, he reported, “I worked two days at home and four
days for James R. Kinerson the last week on his Barn and expect to
work more but have got to work at home a while at harvesting now.”
Albert was finding it hard to balance his duty to his father and his
desire to increase his personal wealth by earning wages.
In 1854, around his thirtieth birthday, he started to make a distinction
in his weekly entry between “worked for Father” and “the rest of the
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time for myself.” In July he tallied his recent work and found that he
worked at home sixteen days the past winter and more than thirty days
in the spring and early summer. Only once did Albert express a hint of
resentment about time spent working for his father. This occurred in
May 1861 when he wrote, “have been at home about two and one half
months of this winter and about the same last winter and have worked
enough to pay my way should think.”
He seized upon another good economic opportunity in 1857 with
“the Farebanks Co.” at St. Johnsbury where, according to his journal,
he “worked about 2½ months this last summer.” The E. & T. Fairbanks
& Co., the largest manufacturer in the county, made scales for weighing
material ranging from one-tenth of a grain to five hundred tons.43 In
1859 the local newspaper reported the company was making 2,350
scales per month, employing 248 hands with a monthly payroll of
$7,400.44 It is not clear what kind of work Albert did for the company—
manufacturing scales or erecting additional buildings 45—but in any case
his wages would have been higher than those received for farm work,
even though he would have added the expense of boarding away from
home. For this reason or another, Albert often chose to remain close to
Peacham, where he was hired as a carpenter except during haying time,
when all hands were needed in the fields, first at his father’s farm and
then hired out to others.
In the 1860 Peacham Grand List the personal property of Albert
Bickford amounted to $1,800, a good sum at that time. In fact, of the
398 people listed, he was one of only thirty-four who had more than
$1,000 in personal assets, separate from real estate. His journal provides no indication of what he planned to do with his money, but he
clearly saved it.

Religion
In the early years of journal keeping, Albert wrote his entries on
Sunday afternoon and often noted if the family went to meeting earlier
in the day. He reported more on the weather in relation to transportation—wagon or sleigh—than on the sermons whose Biblical text he
might list, but usually without comment. In February 1851 Albert noted
attending the installation of the Rev. Asaph Boutelle, the third pastor
of the Peacham Congregational Church, founded in 1797. Surprisingly
he made no mention of the death in 1850 of the beloved second minister, David Merrill, whose brother Hazen continued to farm the Merrill
property at the foot of Cow Hill. Albert’s journal showed no outright
religious sentiment, and he was not a member of the church. In addition to Sunday meeting, he noted going to the district “camp meeting”
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in September 1850 at the farm of Hartwell Hooker near Cabot, at
which The Caledonian reported that “great solemnity pervaded the
whole congregation” during the preaching three times a day.46
On April 6, 1851, the spring “fast day,” a traditional day of prayer and
fasting proclaimed by the Vermont governor, Albert reported on a sermon by the resident Methodist minister, the Rev. A. G. Button. The
subject he noted was the “fugitive Slave law.” This passed the U.S. Congress in 1850 but recently had been amended to punish by a fine of
$1,000 and six months imprisonment anyone guilty of helping escaped
slaves. Again, Albert made no comment, but since he had attended
the Free Soil Convention at the Corner in August 1848, it may be assumed that he supported abolition. Peacham was a strong abolitionist
center, taking its lead from many citizens, especially a former Academy
student, Thaddeus Stevens, who had become a national voice against
slavery. There was some controversy in Peacham, however, over the
right to disobey a federal law, despite the opposition to the Act by the
Vermont General Assembly. Historian Bogart noted the “displeasure
of some the townspeople” when Leonard Johnson, a local farmer and
staunch abolitionist, rang the Peacham church bell for an hour on December 2, 1859, when John Brown was hung.47 Albert made no mention
of this incident.

Political Issues
Albert went to town meeting without fail, although he rarely reported
on any concerns. The one exception was the liquor license law, which
temperance supporters put forward to restrict the sale of intoxicating
beverages “except for medicinal, chemical or mechanical purposes.”
This came to a statewide vote almost annually from 1845 to 1853, as recorded in The Caledonian. Peacham voted to restrict liquor licensing
every year by wide margins, including 1849 when, according to the newspaper, the vote was 202 to 4, although Albert in his journal and the town
meeting minutes had the vote at 202 to 5. The previous year The Caledonian reporter was amused that only twenty-five years ago, “there were
25 distilleries of potato whiskey” in Peacham, although through this period, Peacham became known as a “Banner town” for temperance. This
may have been partly due to the preaching of the Congregational minister, Rev. David Merrill, who served as secretary to the Caledonia
County Temperance Society from 1844 until his death in 1850. In 1853,
when Peacham voted 122 yeas to 86 nays, the state finally gave the
counties the authority to restrict liquor licensing.48
Albert “went to the Presidential Elections” on November 7, 1848, but
did not record his choice in his journal. He effectively concealed his
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partisan attachment and ignored election results, even in 1860, when of
Peacham’s 186 votes, 138 favored Lincoln.49 Most diarists of this period
commented on the firing on Fort Sumter in April 1861, but the outbreak
of the Civil War was not a subject for Albert’s work journal.50 He limited
his entries mainly to his work activities; political events went unnoted.

Social Life
As Albert ignored political issues, so he also neglected social occasions. Although he regularly attended agricultural fairs in the fall,
which he sometimes referred to as “cattle fairs,” he never mentioned the
singing schools, huskings, apple-paring bees, oyster suppers, quiltings,
or sugaring-off parties frequently mentioned in letters and diaries as
times when young people gathered. He ignored the Academy, established
in 1795, and apparently never went to its frequent public exhibitions,
lectures, or concerts. The only classmate he introduced in his journal was
Luther Parker, whose wedding he attended in June 1850. A year earlier,
Albert left his father’s farm two separate weeks to go to Lowell, Massachusetts, and Rumney, New Hampshire. The purpose of these trips are
unstated and unknown.
In June 1848 Albert went fishing, his only mention of any sport, although he did it on “training day,” missing an event when young men
used the occasion of military drilling to have a rowdy time. The Fourth
of July, often celebrated with great flair in New England, rated a journal entry twice. In 1851 he wrote “worked . . . one half a day at the picnic” but gave no location or description of activities. In 1854 he “went
to Wells river ½ of a day to celebrate the 4th” which was the only town
in the area offering fireworks, according to the local newspaper, which
described “17 displays in total.”51 He added “visiting” to his list of week’s
activities only twice, once in April 1854, with no description other than
that the week followed a late spring. He may have suffered from being
house- and barn-bound. His second mention, later in September of that
year, noted that “friends,” meaning family at that time, came from New
Hampshire, the birthplace of his parents. He did not note reading
books or newspapers, gave no criticism of or compliments to others, described no feelings or emotions, noted no food or drink, did not speculate on plans for the future, commented on no friendships, and ignored
family birthdays, including his own.
Albert’s seeming lack of interest in local social events makes the
journal reader unprepared for his last journal entry, which includes his
simple announcement that he “was married” and had bought a farm.
His journal keeping ended here. As a married man, he was no longer
accountable to his father for his work.
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Transcription of
Albert Bickford’s Work Journal
[1848]52
March 5th I worked in the Shop all of last week excepting ½ of a day in
which we broke out the ol[d] road.53 The winter has been very moderate so far there is about 20 inches of snow March 12th Worked in the
Shop all of last week excepting ½ of a day in which we went to Town
Meeting, the weather has been stormy most of last week. We have been
to meeting to day the road is very bad. Mar 19th Worked in the Shop
all of last week the weather has been cold most of the last week to day
has been quite warm and pleasant Mar 26th Worked in the Shop all of
last weeke excepting one half of a day in which we went to Mr Kavenaugh auction the last week has been very plesant and warm the slaying is most spoiled April 2d I have worked in the Shop all of the last
week excepting ½ of a day have made 436 tubs The weather has been
rainy most of the last week the snow has most all gone off April
9th Worked in the Shop all of the last week the weather is pleasant this
is a very fine day we have been to meeting with the Wagon today We
have not had any snow this two months April 16th Worked at makeing Tubs about 5 days of last week. The weather has been fine most of
the week began to draw out manure the 10th April 23d Worked in the
Shop about all of the 5 days last week have made 2 keelers 1 churn 2
washtubs and 1 Carrot Machene54 We have had 3 inches of snow the last
week b[ut] all gone We sowed some wheat the 12th and the 20 and 22 I
worked for F Farrow grafting55 yesterday April 30th I worked at making
tubs most of the last week May 7th I began to work on the land the 1t
of May We planted the potatoes the 2d and the 3d May 9th Planted
corn 18th finished sowing the weather is cool with great rains 21t We
worked at makeing fence on the hill three days last week, I worked
[for] James Kinerson one day. The weather is very warm and wet. Corn
is coming up the Trees are leaved out 28 We worked at picking up stone
and underpining the Barn most of the last week June 4th Worked at
heaping up manure and picking stone, drawing posts, for Hooker 1 day,
and makeing spout for the Barn56 choping wood and Shearing
Sheep June 11th We worked on the road57 and piled up manure made
a churn &c last week. Howed the corn the 5th. the weather is rather cool
with abundance of rain. Went a fishing training day June 18th We
drew dirt into the yard58 howed the Potatoes and Corn and dug Stone
last week June 25th We worked at making Wall59 3½ days of last
week. I worked for Mr Merrill one day the weather is good for vegetation, heards grass begins to head out July 2d We worked at makeing
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Wall 2½ days One day at makeing board fence and two days at howing
last week. July 10th I worked one day at whitewashing60 two days for
Uncle Danel and three days at putting a sill under the house the weather
has been stormy and quite cool the most of the last weeke July
16th We commenced haying the 11th 61 got 6 loads the weather is bad for
haying. Grain is fine Corn is tassaled out July 23d We worked at haying all of the last week got in 27 loads last week the weather is good
July 30th We worked at haying all of the last week the weather was bad
most of the week we got in 13 loads at home and 12 for James. Aug
6th We had four good hay days last week We got in 20 loads for James
and 8 at home. Aug 13th We worked at haying all of the last week we
got in 36 loads at home we finished haying the 12th commenced harvesting the 12th the weather was good all of the week. We had 31 loads of
hay on the Lee Place and 59 at home 90 in all. Aug 20th The weather
was rainy most of the last week. Went to the Free Soil Convention62 last
Wednesday at the Corner Aug 27th We worked at harvesting the most
of the last week. I went to the Caravan at Danville last Tewsday. September 3d We worked at harvesting and at clabbording the house and
with the Thrashing machene63 the last week. We finished harvesting the
31st of August. We had 5 loads of wheat a[nd] 2 of Buckwheat and 12 of
other grain. Sept 10th I worked one day for J R Kinerson One day
and one half at drawing out manure64 one half day at Election65 and
made a cistern &c the last week Sept 17th We worked at makeing wall
diging potatoes &c the last week we have had frost. Sept 24th We began to plow the 18th, we worked at makeing wall two days of the last week
the weather has been wet and cold with some snow the last week Oct
the 1t I worked one day for C P Blake the last week. We dug the carrots
got in the Corn and husked it out, put up the eaves spout went to the
Cattle Fair66 the last week Oct 7th Worked at drawing Posts from
Cabot and drawing wood with the Horses and Plowing &c the last
week and makeing wall. the weather has been rainy one half of the
week Oct the 14th I worked one day at drawing Boards and Timber
from the sawmill. We plowed and picked the apples the rest of the week
the weather has been pleasant most of the week Oct 21t We worked
one day and a half at makeing wall and 1½ days makeing Boxis in the
cow stable67 and the rest of the time at puttering; the weather is cold
and wet, has been a frost about evry night for six weeks Oct 29th We
worked at getting out manure and dirt into the Barn yard and makeing
wall the last week Nov 5th Worked at makeing a Cistern and makeing
wall and to work on the road the last week We have had abundance of
rain and cold weather this fall. No[v] 12th We worked in the woods
part of the last week at chopping. The ground froze about the 8th. We
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went to the Presidential Election the 7th 68 I have worked at Sawing and
Splitting timber 1½ days 19th Worked in the woods most of the last
week Nov 26th We killed the Hogs the 21st worked at makeing a Sled
two days &c. Dec 3d I worked two days at makeing Meat tubs69 and
one day at finding Timber. We have no Snow yet Dec 10th I worked
about three days in the Shop last week. We have had some snow and
much rain Dec 17th Worked about three days in the Shop last week
and three days at drawing logs to mill70 24th I worked in the Shop all
of the last week the weather is cold now with little snow yet Dec 31t I
worked in the Shop two days the last week and drew wood and logs the
rest of the week. The slaying is good now.
[1849]
Jan 7th Worked in the Shop 4½ days the last week Jan 14th Worked
at drawing Wood and buchering two days the last week, the rest of the
time in the shop. 21 Worked at gitting out logs 1½ days the last week
28th Worked in the Shop five days the last week and one day at drawing
logs to Mill. the snow is about 1½ feet deep Jan 4th worked one day for
J R Kinerson drawing logs Feb 5th We worked for J R Kinerson today
at getting out logs Feb 6th I started for Lowell 13th came home. The
weather has been very cold all of the month Feb 25th I went to Irasburge after Cows71 two days the week worked the rest of the week in
the Shop The weather has been very cold all of this month untill now.
We have not [had] more than 1½ feet of snow yet, the sleying has been
good all of the winter March 4th I worked in the Shop about all of the
last week, the weather has been plesant all of the week. March 11th I
worked in the shop about 5 days last week went to Town meeting the
6th Vote for no lisence 202 to 5 licence the weather is very cold and
the road is drifted up today March 18th I worked in the Shop all of
the last week the weather has been pleasant about all of the week
March 25th Worked in the Shop about five days the last week. We have
had a thaw last week April 1t I worked in the Shop about 5½ days the
last week The weather has been warm most of the week the snow has
most gone off April 8th Worked in the Shop most of the last week.
The Snow is all gone off excepting the drifts. April 22d I worked in
the Shop about all of the last two weeks. the weather is cold for the
time of the year, the snow is all gone except the drifts. we have not
began to work on the land yet. April 29th I worked in the Shop 4 days
the last week and two days in the Shoogar Place of JRK and made 54½
lbs.72 May 6th We began to draw out manure the 26th of Apr began to
plough the 2d of May Sowed oats the 1t sowed wheat the 5 of May The
weather continues cold with freezing nights May 13th I worked at
drawing Lumber from the mill 2½ days the last week with the Horses.
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We finished sowing the 12th have sowed 18 bush of oats and 4½ of
wheat May 20th We worked the last week at drawing out manure and
plowing makeing Gates drawing stone &c the weather is warm and plesant now the Wheat is up Cows git about half of there living on grass
May 27th We planted the Potatoes the 21t and the corn the 22d We
worked at makeing fence four days the last week June 3d We worked
at makeing Fence makeing Churning machene and 1½ days for James
the last week. The weather is warm and wet now Plumb Trees are blown
Corn is up grass looks well Cows get there living out June 17th I
worked for C Blake one day the last week, and the rest of the [week] at
takeing down the Lee House and makeing a Cellar. The weather is
warm the Apple Trees are blown out July 1t We worked at makeing a
Cellar and putting up the Lee House most of the last two weeks. The
weathe[r] has been warm and dry for the last two weeks July 8th Worked
at howing and laying down Stable Floors the last week. July 15th We
commenced haying some the 9th the grass is very small not one half of
an avrige crop dry all of the last two weeks and a prospect of no rain
still there has not been more than two inches of rain since the first of
June.73 We got in six loads of hay the last week 22 We got in nine
loads of Hay the last week and worked two days at makeing Shingles 74
the weather has been very warm with some rain yesterday 29th We
worked at makeing Shingles and haying howing and on the road the
last week. We got in 4 loads of hay the last week. The weather is warm
yet with considerable rain Aug 5th We worked at haying all of the last
week and got in 14 loads. The weather is warm without any rain the last
week Aug 12th We worked at haying four days the last week and got
in 11 loads. We have had a great rain the last two days75 Aug 19th We
worked on the Barn shingling two days the last week and at haying cut
some Wheat the 15th We got in nine loads of hay the last week 26th We
finished the 24th haying We have had 58 loads Sept 2d We worked at
harvesting for James and mowing over the pasture the last week Sept
16th We finished harvesting the 10th Crops of grain are very small We
worked the last week at gitting out manure and clearing up the Swamp
Sept 23d We worked at Plowing and gitting out dirt on to the Land on
the Hill the last week. Russell started for Lowell the 17th of September
Oct 7th Worked at Plowing and tharashing harvesting the Corn and the
Rowin the last two weeks Oct 14th I went to Rumney the last week
was gone 5 days 21t We got in the Carrots and the Apples and got out
the manure the last week. We had about 150 bushels of Potatoes 100 of
Carrots 150 of Apples Oct 28th We worked at Plowing gitting out manure and blasting Rocks the last week. November 4th We worked at
gathering Leaves76 makeing Wall gitting dirt into the yard makeing
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gates and killing Hogs the last week. We began to feed the Cows with
Hay the last of October Nov 11th Worked at makeing Wall and blasting Stone the last weeke. Nov 18th We worked diging and drawing of
Stone and gitting in Leaves and Plowing the last week. the weather is
good Nov 25th We worked at gitting out Stone and makeing Wall most
of the last week. the weather is good yet Dec 2d I worked at ditching77
three and one half days the last week the ground froze 30 th Nov
9th Worked at ditching and gitting up muck the last week 16th We
worked at Chopping and gitting up wood and butchering the last week
23d Worked two days at gitting Timber from Cow Hill the last week and
the rest of the week at gitting up wood Dec 30th We worked most of
the last week at gitting up wood. The snow is about 20 inches deep
[1850]
Jan 6th We worked at gitting up wood three days the last week 13th I
worked in the Shop most of the last week at makeing Tubs and splitting
Timber.78 20th I worked in the Shop all of the last week 27th I worked
in the Shop all of last week Feb 3d Worked in the Shop 5 days the last
week. Went to Cort79 one day Feb 10th I worked in the Shop five and
a half days the last week. I have made 113 Tubs. The weather is warm now
have had a thaw, the snow was about three feet in depth 17th Worked
in the Shop all of the last week 24th Worked in the Shop most of the
last week March 3d Worked in the shop all of the last week. March
10th I worked in the Shop five and one half days the last week. We went
to Town meetting the 5th 16th I worked in the Shop five days the last
week. The snow is about four feet deep. there has been a rain the last week
which settled the snow about 6 inches 24th I worked in the Shop 5½
days the last week. The weather is cold and windy March 31t I worked
in the Shop five days the last week. Have made 300 Tubs. April 7th I
worked in the Shop 5½ days of the last week and one half day in the
Shogar place. The slaying is spoiled the snow is about 3 feet deep yet in
the woods 14th I worked in the Shop 5½ days of the last week
21t Work 5½ days in the Shop the last week the weather has been very
cold the last week We lost a cow the last week the Whicher cow80 28th I
worked in the Shop 4 days the last week. The weather is warm now
began to plow yesterday I finished makeing Butter Tubs the 25th have
made 416 this winter. We began to Plow the 27th May 5th We worked
the last week plowing gitting out manure makeing cart body ox yoke 81
trimming Apple Trees &c. Sowed oats the 3d and wheat the 4th 12th We
worked at gitting out Stone sowing plowing ditching &c the last week
the weather is cold with freezeing nights 19th We worked at Plowing
and Sowing and gitting out manure the last week 26th We worked at
gitting out manure plowing and sowing &c the last week planted corn
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the 23d. Sowed about two acres of wheat and 4½ of oats June 2d
Worked at filling ditches and picking stone most of the last week.
Planted over some corn the 1t of June the trees are leaving out Plumb
trees in bloom Went and got my teeth filled yesterday82 9th We
worked at makeing wall grafting trees gitting in wood &c the last week.
The Apple Trees are blown Went to Dr Parkers Wedding the 6th of
June83 16th Worked at diging stone out of the door yard and leveling
it off howed corn the 14th worked on the road the 15th 23d Worked the
last week at howing and makeing wall the weather has been very warm
most of the week 30th I worked two days for Chas Blake the last
week at moveing his House the rest of the week we worked at plowing
and howing and pileing up manure July 7th Worked the last week at
plowing howing &c The weather has been very warm and wet the last
week 14th Worked four [days] of the last week at covering the Barn
21t We began haying the 16th the weather very wet and bad for haying.
The grass is good the crops of all kinds looks well 28th Worked at
haying all of the last week and got in 27 loads Aug 4th We worked
at haying most of the last week and got in 11 loads the weather has
been bad for haying the last week. 11th Worked at haying all of the
last week and got 20 loads the weather good most of the week 18th We
worked at haying most of the last week and got in 17 loads of
hay 25th We finished haying the 20th had 85 loads of hay. We cut some
wheat the 20th I worked for Harvey Lee four days of the last week at
haying. Sept 1t I worked two and one half days for H Lee and two
days for D Bickford the last week. 7th We worked the last week at
harvesting and ditching. Finished harvesting the 9th the weather is wet
and cold 14th We worked at plowing and makeing a Buttery and attending a camp meeting last week Sept 21t We worked at diging potatoes gitting out manure and plowing this week I went to the Fair at
Bradford the 18th 84 30th We worked at plowing and gitting out manure the last week. Father started for Oswego the 23d 85 Oct 6th We
worked at gitting out manure plowing and harvesting the Corn the last
week. Father came home the 5th 13th We worked at plowing diging
potatoes and picking apples the last week 20th Worked at tharashing
picking apples drawing up muck and plowing the last week 27th We
worked at plowing gathering the ternups drawing dirt into the yard
drawing stone and gowing to meeting the last week The weather is
warm with great rains Nov 3d Worked at makeing wall most of the
last week 10th We worked at gitting out manure gitting up muck 86
plowing and a going to meeting last week Nov 17th We worked at
gathering leaves cutting timber &c the last week. The weather has been
warm most of the last week 24th We worked at gitting logs from Cow
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hill two days the last week and at chopping wood the ground froze the
22d Dec 1 Worked at chopping most of the last week killed the hogs
the 19th of Nov 8th Worked at chopping and drawing wood the last
week Thanksgiving87 the 4th Dec 22 We worked at chopping and
drawing wood most of the last two weeks 29 I worked in the Shop 4
days of the last week The weather has been very stormy and cold the
last week with 2 feet of snow
[1851]
Jan 5th I worked five days in the Shop and one day for Mr Merrill at
thrashing. The weather has been very cold and stormy the last two
weeks Jan 12 I worked four days in the Shop and one day at breaking roads and butchering and one day went to Danville the weather has
been moderate all of the last week 19th Worked about four days in
the shop went to Barnet one day last week Jan 26th I worked four
days in the Shop and one day at gitting up wood Feb 16 I worked in
the Shop all of the last three weeks excepting about three days went to
the installation of Mr. Bowtel last Thursday 23 I worked in the Shop
all of the last week. March 2 I worked in the Shop about five and a
half days the last week 9th Worked in Shop about five days of the last
week and the rest of the week at splitting wood and brakeing colts.88
16th I worked in the Shop five and one half [days] the last week went to
town meeting last Tewsday March 30 I worked in the Shop about 11
days of the last two weeks. The weather is warm and the slaying is
about spoiled have made 320 B [Butter] Tubs April 6 I worked in the
Shop five days of the last week. We went to meetting Friday fast day
Sermon by Mr Button Luke 10.27 on duty of man to his neighbor, and
the fugitive Slave law. A temperance meetting in the afternoon with
adresses from the Ministers and others 13 Worked in the Shop five
days of the last week and went up to the Sawmill one day and bought
two logs of Lilly for 1.75 He is to help saw them April 27th I worked
in the Shop all of the last two weeks excepting two days in which I
worked at sawing and splitting timber. Began to sow the 23 got out
some manure last week The weather is very dry with freezing nights
May 4th Worked about two days in the Shop went to St Johnsbury one
day and worked at makeing wall plowing &c the last week The weather
continues cold yet with some snow and rain and some freezeing
nights 11th I went to Cabot one half of a day and worked for Mr Bailey
five days the last week The weather has been cold with some snow the
last week May 18 I worked at home three days and at Baileys three
days the last week The weather is warm and wet now May 25 I
worked at home all of the last week We planted corn the 14th the potatoes the 23 and finished sowing the 24th The corn is comming up turnips
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are up Trees are leaving out grass and grain looks well. June 1 I
worked one and a half days makeing tubs the last week. June 8 I worked
about five days of the last week at makeing tubs and went to court one
day June 15 I worked at Bailies all of the last week 22 Worked at
Bailes 5 days and at Hendrys one day the last week 29 I worked five
days of the last week at Baileys and one half day at home and one half
a day at the picnic89 July 6 I worked on the road four days of the last
week and one day on the Barn 13th I worked three days on the Barn
and 1½ days at makeing Tubs and one day at hoing the last week The
weather is warm with abundance of rain. Crops of all sorts looks well
20th Worked two days at makeing tubs the last week
Debt
Credit
Boards
3.99
Work & Chorse
6.50
6 tubs
1.20
tubs to Martin
15.25
2.66
tubs to Brown
23.00
Shave90
Clothes
7.50
Your tubs
9.00
Work
6.50
53.75
Board
25.50
75.00
47.35
128.75
247.35
81.40
Aug 3 We commenced haying the 21 of July The weather has been
quite bad for haying most of the two past weeks. Aug 10th We worked
at haying most of the last week. The weather has been bad for haying
all through the seasons. Went to meetting the text was the 4th Commandment last Sunday it was the 3d by Mr. Bouttall Aug 13th I am not
able to work today on account of a lame ancle the weather is warm with
showers. We spent two half days at hunting for a lost boy which is found
now to have run away.91 Aug 17 We worked at haying all of the last
weeks and got in 21 loads of hay. it rains almost evry day. I have been to
meetting to day Mr. Bouttall pr [preached] Aug 24th We worked at
haying most of the last week Finished the 23 cut some wheat the 21.
The hay and grain crops are very good this year but backward Corn has
a great groath but is late. I staid at home to day. We have been five
weeks at haying with abundance of bad weather. Sept 7 I worked six
days for Mr. Wheeler at haying the last two weeks and about three days
in the shop makeing tubs. We went to Dr. Shedds funeral today92
14th We worked at harvesting most of the last week. The weather has
been very warm most all of the week Grain is very stout and heavy
Today is very cold there was some frost last night with a fair prospect of
some to night. We went to meetting today The text was Thou shalt not kill
in which all manner of suicide was included by Mr. Boutell93 Sept 21 We
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worked at harvesting and plowing the last week we finished harvesting the 20th The ground is very dry there has been but little rain for six
or seven weeks. Sept 28 We worked the last week at harvesting the
corn gitting out manure brakeing colt and at work for the neighbors
Oct 5th We worked at gitting out manure and thrashing the last week
had 525 bushels of oats and 12 of wheat Oct 12th I worked out two days
the last week the weather has [been] warm and dry for about two weeks.
We got in the corn and worked at husking a part of the week Nov 3 I
have been sick with the Rheumattic feaver and confined to the house
for the last two weeks and have had the Doctor ten times. I am gitting
better now. Nov 10th I have been confined to the house three weeks
now and have had the Doctor 13 times Nov 17th I have got so that I
can ride out and do some lite work. Nov 24 I have got quite well now
and worked some the last two weeks. The sleighing is good now the
ground froze about the 10 of this month. Nov 30 Worked the last
week at buchering brakeing roads &c. The weather so far has been very
cold and snowy Dec 7th I went to Danville to Court last Tewsday the 2
of Dec. The roads have drifted up as bad as ever was known. Dec 21 I
have been at Danville most of the last two weeks94 came home last
Thursday. We began to draw up wood. Friday the snow is about two
feet deep in the woods The weather has been very cold all of this
month Dec 28th We worked at gitting up wood about all of the last
week The winter has been very cold so far without any rain of any concequence untill today it rains some
[1852]
January 11th I commenced work in the Shop about the 1 of Jan at
makeing Butter Tubs. We have been to meeting to day The weather has
been very cold and Stormy this winter with only one rain storm since
the middle of November Jan 25th I have worked in the Shop most of
the last two weeks at makeing Butter Tubs. The weather has been tremendus cold for the last two weeks but is quite comfortable today We
have been to meetting today and had a deacons meeting 95 this afternoon Mr Bouttell was unwell but preached in the forenoon I went over
to Bruces mill the last week and bought 2000 butter tub staves in blocks
and paid him six dollars for them all. Feb 8th I worked in the Shop
most of the last two weeks makeing Tubs the weather has been quite
comfortable for two or three weeks. Feb 22 Worked week before last
at makeing tubs and taking care of the cattle and last week at makeing
tubs 29th I went after timber over to Bruces mill two days of the last
week This has been a very Stormy day so that we could not go to meetting
March 28th I have been confined to the House for almost three weeks
now with the rheumatism but have got better now so that I go out
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some. There has been 15 inches of snow the last week April 4th I began
to work some the last week worked about two days of the last week in
the Shop The weather continues cold with frequent snow storms There
is a great quantity of snow on the ground the drifts are larger than
ever April 11th I worked about three days in the Shop the last week I
am so lame that I cannot do much work yet This is a pleasant day we
can go to the Corner with the Sleigh about all of the way on snow yet
the snow is 4 feet deap in the woods. Apr 18th I worked in the Shop
about one half of the last week We have been to meetting with the
sleigh today 18 inches of snow fell during a storm the last week makeing it very bad to git around now April 25th Worked in the Shop all of
the last week. The snow has settled about one foot the last week. I am
quite lame yet with the rheumatism so that I cannot do but about one
half of a days work in a day. May 2 I worked in the shop all of the last
week. The snow has settled about one and a half feet the last week.
Commenced to git manure the 1t of May The ground is about half covered with [snow] yet and the weather continues cold People are almost
out of hay with a poor prospect for cattle to get there living on grass
very soon I have worked at Butter Tubs about three months and made
350 Tubs. May 9th I worked 5 days in the Shop and one day on the
land last week May 16th I worked on the land about five days of the
last week. We worked at sowing gitting out manure and plowing the last
week The weather is rather cool and dry This is a late spring We began
to sow the 8 of May. May 23d Worked all of the last week on the land.
We planted corn and potatoes the 20th 21t and the 22d the weather is cool
and dry May 30th I worked about two days in the Shop the last week
makeing Tubs. The weather is quite cool and dry yet. We have been
to meetting to day and attended Mr Paterige funeral this afternoon 96
June 6th Worked on the land two days of the last week It continues cool
and dry yet with a prospect of poor crops this year June 13th I worked
in the shop most of the last week. We have large quantities of rain now
which was very neadfull as the groung [ground] had got to be very dry
corn is up but is very bacward and so is grass June 20th We worked
one day on the road and done the howing got in the wood and I worked
one day in the Shop the last week. We have had some very warm
weather and considerable rain the last week 27th Worked in the
Shop about four days of the last week. I am some afflected [with] the
rheumatis in the feet yet which troubles me about traveling about yet
besids a hard cold. The weather is cool and rather dry July 4th Worked
at plowing and howing the last week. The weather is cool with considerable rain Grass and corn is small. It has ben a very cold and dry season
so far. July 11th I worked at plowing three days and three days at
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A hired hand works on a spring-tooth harrow breaking up sod after
plowing. Albert Bickford probably has seed of some kind in the pail.
The field is on Ha’Penny; the line of trees in the background goes up
Penny Street. Albert’s daughters, early amateur photographers, may have
contrived the scene as the field does not appear ready for sowing.
Date, ca. 1885. The editor thanks R. M. and Lorna Quimby for caption
information. Courtesy Bickford Album, Peacham Historical Association.

makeing tubs the last week, the weather has been very warm the last
week with one shower of rain 20th I worked in the Shop about 4½ days
of the last week made 490 tubs and the rest of the week at howing
&c Aug 1 We have worked at haying most of the time for the last two
weeks The hay crop is light averigeing about 2/3 of a crop on account
of the dryness of the season have had considerable rain the last week.
Aug 15th We worked at haying most of the last two weeks. We got in 34
loads of hay the last week which was a good week for haying Grain is
gitting ripe the weather is very warm and dry Aug 27th We finished
haying the 23d had about 3/4 of a usual crop The spring and summer has
been very dry but have had a great rain the last week Sept 19th I
worked about 6 days makeing tubs the last two weeks. 25th Worked
at plowing most of the last week went to Danville to the cattle fair on
Wednesday. Oct 3d I worked at plowing 3½ days of the last week We
have had some hard frosts the last week the weather is warm now. We
cut up the corn week before last which is very good. We have began to
feed the cows some97 Oct 10th We worked at plowing diding [digging]
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potatoes gitting out manure &c the last week the weather is very rainy
now Oct 17th We worked harvesting the corn and potatoes most of
the last week. We had 93 bushels of ears of sound corn from one acre
which is more than a common yeald. We have had some snow yeasterday and today with a hard freeze last night Oct 31t We worked the
last two weeks at plowing gitting out manure gitting dirt into the yard
picking apples &c. the weather has been dry and cool. I have plowed 22
acres this fall with the horses and harroed about all of it We had to kill
a colt which broke its leg worth about eighteen Dollars. We have been
to meetting to day the funeral of Daniel Webster was preached by Mr.
Bouttell.98 Nov 7th I worked one day at makeing tubs and three days
at gitting up wood and at town meeting one day the last week The
ground has been froze part of the week Nov 14th I worked one day
for James the last week at hewing timber and two days in the shop and
two days at drawing up wood. There is 4 inches of snow now we went to
meetting with a sleigh to day Nov 21 I worked in the shop 1 day and
at gitting home ash99 one day with the horses. We done the tharashing
the last week and had 305 bushels of oats Nov 28th I worked in the
shop about 4 days of the last week went to meetting the 25 th which was
Thanksgiving We had a thaw that spoilt the sleighing the last week went
to meetting with wagon today Dec 5th I worked in the shop 4 days of
the last week and two days at gitting up wood I worked 9 days in the
Shop in the month of Nov. Dec 12th I worked five days in the shop the
last week and one half day killing hogs and ½ day went to Bruces Mill
The weather has been warm for the last two weeks without freezeing
scarsley at all Dec 19th I worked 4 days in the Shop and 2 days at gitting up wood the last week Dec 26th I worked in the shop all of the
last week
[1853]
Jan 9th I worked in the Shop most of the last two weeks The winter has
been very mild so far the snow is 1 foot deep Jan 23d I worked in the
Shop all of the last two weeks except one day at butchering The winter
has been very mild so far with only about one foot of snow now Jan
30th I worked in the Shop about 4½ days of the last week and the rest
of the week at sawing timber Feb 6th I went out to St Johnsbury one
day of the last week and the rest of the week worked in the Shop. This
is a very rainy day so that we do not go to meeting Feb 20th I have
worked most of the time for three months back at makeing Butter tubs
and have made about 400 This winter has been very mild so far with but
little snow and cold weather Feb 27th Worked in the Shop all of the
last week. The weather has been very cold most of the last week and
windy March 13th I have worked in the Shop most of the last two
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weeks. The weather has been very stormy for the last two weeks the
snow is 3 feet deep now March 20th I finished makeing tubs last week
and have 500 this winter. March 27th I commenced to work for Mr
Kinerson the 21t of March and have worked one week at the joiners
traid April 10th Worked at Mr Kinersons the last two weeks excepting
two days April 17th Worked at fraiming the last week at Mr Kinersons The snow is going off fast now May 1t I worked the last two
weeks at Mr Kinersons excepting 2½ days which I worked for Mr Burnum The weather has been very warm part of the last week but is very
cold today for the time of the year the snow is almost gone and the
weather is dry May 15th Worked for Mr Kinerson the last two weeks
excepting one day in which was unwell May 29th Worked for Mr Kinerson the last two weeks excepting one half of a day in which made an
axeltree to wagon for Father. The weather is very warm and wet and
grass and grain are growing fast now June 5th Worked 4 days for Mr
Kinerson last week and was unwell two at home J 12th Was at home
all of the last week unwell am better now July 3d finished at Mr Kinersons yesterday July 10th I went to Walden after cattle 3 days of the
last week and worked in the Shop some July 17th I worked at haying
3½ days of the last week the weather is dry and warm has been no rain
for most two weeks. The hay crop is rather lite but better than last
year. July 24th have had a good rain the last week which was very
much needed as the ground had got to be very dry. the weather continues good for haying. I done one days work at haying the last week am
quite lame with the rhematism but feel quite well when I lay still but
work brings it on again July 31t I worked at haying 4 days of the last
week The weather is very warm now with some rain Aug 7th I worked
at haying two days of the last week The weather has been bad for haying the last week I have been at home now one month lame not able to
work all of the time but am getting better now Aug 14th I worked at
haying 4½ days at home and one day for James the last week we finished haying Friday the weather is very warm with showers We finished
haying the 12th of Aug and have had 93 wagon loads. The crop of hay
very good much better than we expected that it would be a month ago.
The weather is very warm and wet now with much thunder We worked
for James yesterday at haying and cutting wheat August 21t I worked
for James one and a half days and for John B. Kinerson three days of
the last week Commenced cutting grain the 15th the grain is backward
this year but good. The weather is quite cool and comfortable to work
now but has been very hot for about two weeks before this so as to be
very uncomfortable to work August 28th I worked two days at home
and four days for James R. Kinerson the last week on his Barn and expect
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to work more but have got to work at home a while at harvesting
now. We have got about 18 acres of oats to cut yet Sept 4 I worked at
home 5 days of the last week and one day for James We got in 30 loads
of oats the last week Sept 11th Worked for James 1½ days and for J
How 4 days of the last week. We finished gitting in the grain the 9th had
over 40 loads Sept 18th Worked for JRK 4½ days and went to Montpelier one day the last week Sept 25th I worked for Mr Richardson all
of the last week Oct 9th I worked for Mr Richardson most of the last
two weeks have finished now Oct 16th Worked for Mr Merrill all of
the last week Oct 23d Worked for Mr Merrill 2½ days and for J Cowls
3¼ days the last week. The weather has been warm and dry the last
week Nov 5th I worked at J Cowls and Mr Kinersons the last two weeks.
The weather is cold now with some snow the ground is frozen Nov 27th I
worked at James Hows 16 days the [last] three weeks worked at home
yesterday which is my first work at home since harvesting The weather
is cold now the ground froze hard the 24th have had several snow
storms but it is most all gone off and had a great larg quantity of
rain Dec 4th Worked 3½ days of the last week for Father and the rest
of the week for myself 11th Worked in the Shop about 4 days of the
last week at buchering ½ day thanksgiving was the 8th The weather is
very mild for the time of the year with out any snow of consiquence
the ground is froze hard quite good wagoning Dec 18th Worked in the
Shop most of the last week worked ½ day at putting up oats ½ a day at
the town &c the weather was warm all the week without any snow
Cattle and sheep get part of there living on grass. Dec 25th Worked at
gitting logs to the mill and gitting up wood 3½ days of the last week
[1854]
Jan 1t I worked 4½ days at drawing wood and brakeing roads the last
week this has been a stormy week the roads have drifted very bad the
snow is 1 foot deep in the woods now and keeps comming almost evry
day Jan 8th Worked 1½ days at drawing wood and the rest of the week
at gitting home timber &c Jan 22d Worked in the Shop most of the
time worked one day at drawing wood and killing cows February 19th I
worked in the Shop most of the time for the last four weeks March
26th I have worked in the Shop most of the time for the last five weeks.
The weather is cold and blowing today and we are obliged to stay at
home this is very cold weather for the time of the year April 16th I
have worked at gitting home timber from Bruce mill two days at painting 1½ days and the rest of the last two weeks at makeing tubs and
visiting April 23d Worked five days of the last week at makeing tubs
and one day at painting. This spring is backward the weather is cold
most of the time and the snow goes off slow April 30th I worked all of
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the last week at makeing tubs We have done nothing on the land yet
the snow is going off fast now we have much rain the ground is very
wet May 7th I worked in the Shop five [and] one half days the last
week and went to the corner one half of a day began to work on the
land here the 2inst have had some warm weather but it is very cold today this is a late Spring May 14th I worked one half of a day at grafting the rest of the week in the Shop The weather has been quite warm
the last week May 21t I worked three days at planting corn and potatoes and two days in the shop. The weather is good for vegetation now
grass and grain look well now the trees are leaving out. I planted corn
the 15 and 16th sowed wheat the 15th 28th I worked ½ of a day on the
land and the rest of the week in Shop. Corn is up and every thing looks
well now June 4th I worked one day out on the land the rest of the
week in the shop. The ground is very dry there has been no rain 10 or
12 days June 10th Worked for myself two days of the last week 3½
days for Father on the house and shead June 18th Worked on the
house 4 days and at howing corn ½ day of the last week the rest of the
week went to meeting &c the weather is warm and dry with cool nights
and very smokey100 June 25th Worked on the house 4½ days last week
July 2d Worked on the shead and house all of the last week The weather
is very warm and wet now and crops of all kinds look well. July 9th
Worked for Father 5½ days of the last week and went to Wells river ½
of a day to celebrate the 4th the weather is very warm and dry now I
worked for Father last winter at gitting wood and lumber and other
work 16 days. Worked for Father this spring on the Farm and House
31½ Worked at makeing Butter Tubs the last winter and spring about 5
months July 16th I worked for Father at howing painting &c 4½ days
of the last week The weather is very warm and dry now there has been
no rain for more than two weeks and without any prospect of any now
July 23d We worked at haying all of the last week got in 21 loads of hay
the weather has been very warm and dry. there was a little rain last
night which is all we have had for more than three weeks July 30th We
worked at haying most of the last week and got in 9 loads I worked 4½
days Went to Bruces mill one day after boards Aug 6th We worked all
of the last week at haying there has been no rain of consequence for more
than 5 weeks Aug 13th I worked for Father 4½ days of the last week finished haying the 11th We had about 60 loads of hay Aug 20th Worked
for Father two days of the last week and tow [two] days for John Shaw
and Harvey on the tharashing machene The weather continues dry yet
with warm days and cool nights. August 26th I worked 4½ days harvesting and gitting out manure the last week the weather continues dry
yet and very smoky with cool nights September 3d Worked all of the
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last week for James How The weather has been dry for nine weeks untill yesterday when we had quite a shower. Grain of all kinds is quite
small also corn and potatoes. the hay crop was quite good The streams
are lowest ever known on this place fiers [fires] have been running in evry
direction the pastures are dried up very bad. September 10th Worked
one day for Father and two for J How and the rest of the week attended
State election meetting101 and visited with friends from Nh [New Hampshire] We had a good rain friday which was just ten weeks since we had
as much 17th Worked for J How 5 days and for Moses Clark one day
the last week. Sept 24th Worked for Clark all of the last week. The
weather has been cool with heavy frosts the last week Oct 1t I worked
for Mr Clark five days of the last week and went to the cattle fair one
day. the weather is cool and dry now Oct 7th Worked for Mr Clark all
of the last wek. The weather is warm and dry now Oct 22d Worked
for Mr Clark all of the last two weeks. The weather is cool have had a
½ foot of snow which is all gone except the drifts Oct 29th I worked
for Mr Clark all of the last week excepting from 2 oclok Saturday in
which time I came home Nov 12th I worked for Mr. Clark all of the
last two weeks excepting from 2 oclok Saturday the weather has been
very cold most of the last week with snow it has gone off now had a

Albert Bickford wearing thick warm mittens stands in the barnyard with
a single work horse used for “twitching” out logs. Date, ca. 1885. Courtesy Bickford Album with photographs presumed to be by Flora and
Mary Bickford, Peacham Historical Association.
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heavy rain last night Dec 3d I have been at home all of the last
week getting to gather timber splitting it up. The weather is cold
with a little snow I have worked for James Howe 13 days and for
Moses Clarke 54½ Dec 17th Worked for Father 4 days of the last two
weeks the rest of the time for myself and running about &c The
weather has been quite warm the last week and very cold the week before I have worked at gitting up wood 2 days the sleding is spoilt
now Dec 24th I worked 2½ days at gitting up wood last week the rest
of the week for myself &c Dec 31t Worked two days of the last week
at gitting up wood and the rest of the week for myself
[1855]
Jan 7th Worked in the shop most of last week the weather is quite
warm now the Slaying is most spoiled Jan 21t I worked in the shop
most of the last two weeks The weather mild we have had more than
1 foot of snow last week March 11th I worked 2½ days at drawing
wood and on sawframe102 the last week have worked 8½ days for Father
at gitting up wood &c this winter the rest of the winter at making B
[Butter] Tubs have made about 250 I have worked for myself about 12
weeks since I finished at Clarks March 25th Worked 5 days of the last
week at makeing tubs and one day for Harvey at sawing wood also 1½
days on saw frame the week before. The weather is very cold now April
1t I worked in the shop most of the last week. The week has been very
windy and drifting The snow is about 3 feet deep have had no rain last
month hay is worth from 12 to 15 dollars pr ton and evry thing else in
proportion [to] this the past year has been very hard for farmers in this
section April 22 I have been unwell considerable for the last two weeks
have worked a part of the time. The weather is warm now the snow is
gowing off Fast the roads are impassable we have done no work on the
land yet here hay is almost used up and is high so is evrything April
30th I have left off makeing tubs have not made any for two weeks
have made 440 We have been to meetting with a wagon today at B [Barnet] May 5th the weather is cold and windy and has been for one week
past most of the time I have worked part of the time the last [week]
have not been very well but am much better now think I shall be able to
work all of the time soon. We sowed two acres of wheat the 1t of May
the ground is quite dry now. We want some rain and warm weather very
much to start the grain May 13th I worked about all of the last week
the weather is cool and dry and has been for two weeks and more.
Planted potatoes the 8 and 9 planted corn the 12th May 20th I planted
corn two days and turnips one day and worked for Charles Homes one
day the last week The weather continues dry had a little rain the last
week grain is up grass is small the trees are leaving out June 3d We have
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hard rain today and yesterday which was very much needed We have been
without rain five weeks I worked on the road two days and at grafting
two for Father and two days for myself June 10th Worked one day for
Charles Holmes and the rest of the week at triming Apple trees at home
excepting one half day This has been a rainy day We stayed at home on
account of the rain which has been heavy and has washed down the
corn some June 17th Worked 2½ days at splitting stone howing corn
and at work on cart wheels. Went to Danville one day. The weather has
been cold all of the last week and rainy the ground is full of water now
more so than it has been for one year past June 24th I worked all of
the last week for J Goodel in Cabot on his house the last week has been
quite warm and rainy We have had a great rain today. Crops of all kinds
are small but are growing fast now. This has been a very backwary
[backward] spring dry and cold as was the last winter and the last summer very dry. The past year has been hard for Farmers and for all People genarly July 8th I worked all of the last two weeks at Goodels
in Cabot excepting one day The last two weeks have been very warm
and rainy today it is cool again Crops of all kinds are doing well now.
July 15th I worked at Goodels all of the last week The weather has
been warm and rainy the last two weeks and more grass and grain of all
kinds looks well now July 22d Worked at Goodels last week the
weather has been warm and wet the last week with heavy thunder
showers Aug 12th I have worked a haying most of the last four weeks
for Charles Holmes This has been a very wet hay season Aug 26th I finished working for Charles Holmes the 25th have been there five weeks
in all and worked at haying 24 days. This has been a very wet season
much hay has been got in damp and will heat some I should
think103 Sept 2d I worked for Franklin Bayley on his House 5½ days
of the last week The weather has been quite cool most of the week with
frosts November 11th I have worked eleven weeks ending Nov 10 th for
Franklin Baley on his House the weather is warm and pleasant
now Nov 18th Worked for Ira Mclary all of the last week on his House
This month has been mostly warm and pleasant The ground froze yesterday and some snow last night
[1856]
Jan 27th I commenced to work for Mr Choat the 13th of Dec and have
evry day since excepting ½ day April 12th I finished at Choate the last
of Feb have been at Holmes 4 weeks since the snow is a going off fast
now April 26th Worked at H Hand 9 days of the last two weeks the
snow is almost gone the weather is quite warm May 11th I worked at I
McClaryes eight days of the last two weeks. This spring is quite forward
June 22d I have worked at Truman Martins most of the last two weeks
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on House The weather is very warm now the crops of hay and grain are
looking well now Aug 4th I finished at Martins two and more weeks
since have worked at home 11 days since at haying The weather has
been very warm for three or 4 weeks back Aug 17th Worked three
days of the last week for J R Kinerson at haying the last week and at
Miners on house the weather is cool with rain often Sept 7th I worked
at Miners Mrs Browns and Hendrys the last 3 weeks The weather is
quite warm now and dry December 21t I have worked [for] H Fullers
and at A Veries about all of the last three and half months Have
worked at the joiners business ever since last winter at $1.25 pr day and
have earned $300
[1857]
Jan 19th I have been at home for the last 4 weeks have been at work a
part of the time at gitting home hay drawing wood &c. The weather is cold
the snow is 3 ft deep April 5th I have been at home most of the time
since the 20th of Dec have worked at makeing Buckets Tubs for three or
four weeks past The weather is warm now the snow is going of[f] quite
fast May 3d I have worked for Charles Holmes the last two weeks the
weather has [been] cold through the month of April May 10th Worked
for Mr Boutell all of the last week Sept 6th I have worked about 2½
months this last summer at St Johnsbury for the Farebanks Co. finished there week before last. This has been a very warm summer since
the 1t of July and very wet with much thunder Sept 19th I have been
about home for the last two or three weeks have worked at makeing a
Grainary one week Have worked at Hatchs 37 days at Hookers 24½ days
[1858]
Jan 9th I have worked at home at gitting up wood and logs to mill &c
about eight days of the last two weeks March 24th I have been unwell
for two weeks past a had the Doctor three times am better now May
30th have worked at H Walkers 3 weeks past on house the weather is
warm now this is a late spring the trees are just leaving out Nov 27th
finished at Walkers worked 169 days Dec 12th at J Kidneys 7 days of the
last two weeks. The weather is cold with about 1½ feet of snow the ground
froze about the 10th of Nov and the weather has been cold ever since
[1859]
April 17th I have worked about half of the time this winter in the Shop
health not very good. This has been a long winter the weather is cold
now the snow is two feet deep yet. This road is not passable for slaigh
or wagon we are under the necesity of staying at home from Church
today July 3d Worked for Ira Mclary 60 days of the last three months
on store104 July 18th have worked for Liberty Hooker 3½ days of the
last week
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[1860]
July I have been at work for Ruben Clark in Cabot and for Charles
Holmes most of the spring and summer thus far This has been quite a
dry season so far the hay crop is rather small most other crops are good
[1861]
Feb 18 I finished work and came home the last of Jan May 5th Worked
7 days of the last two weeks for Mrs Merrill105 have been at home about
two and one half months of this winter and about the same last winter
and have worked enough to pay my way should think
[1862]
May 11th I have worked at my traid most of the last year finished and
came home the 6th of Feb and was married the 11th and went to Mass [Massachusetts] was away 3 or more weeks came home and worked for JR
Kinerson 7 or 8 days then bought the West Farm and took posession Apr 1

Epilogue
On February 11, 1862, Albert Bickford and Augusta Merrill were
married in Peacham. Albert was a thirty-seven-year-old farm hand, carpenter, and cooper with a limited education who lived with his parents
until his marriage. Augusta was a member of the remarkable Merrill
family and one of the best-educated women in town. At age thirty-two,
she was considered “still in the market” or “on the shelf,” as unmarried
women at that time were characterized. 106 Augusta had been born
and raised on the Merrill farm at the foot of Cow Hill, which Albert
would have passed each time he made the trip to Peacham Corner.
As noted in the last entry of his journal, Albert “took possession” of
the West Farm after his marriage. This house and barn on about one
hundred and twenty acres was located adjacent to the Merrill farm. According to the Peacham Land Records, Hazen Merrill had owned this
land for some time, with John W. West living there and “improving the
property.” On March 27, 1862, six weeks after his daughter’s marriage,
Hazen Merrill sold the property to Albert Bickford for one thousand
dollars.107 Within a few years, Albert began building a new house next
to the old Merrill home where Augusta, a third generation of Merrills
on that land, was raised. The new house was completed in 1868, the
year of Hazen Merrill’s death, and Albert, Augusta, and their two daughters took up residence. Thereafter, the surrounding property of about
300 acres became known as the Bickford farm. Albert raised cows and
hayed. He kept horses and had a carriage and sleigh. He nurtured a
large apple orchard, the remnants of which still stand at the turn of the
twenty-first century, as does the house he built, located at the crossroads known today as Penny and Ha’Penny streets.108
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Carte de visite of Albert Bickford and Augusta Merrill at the time of their
wedding, February 1862; photographer T. C. Haynes, Railroad Street, St.
Johnsbury. Augusta’s dress with its stripes and plaid silk was fashionable
at mid-century with bell sleeves worn over lace or embroidered muslin
undersleeves. She updated the look by wearing a narrower collar, popular in the 1860s. Her full skirt is worn over hoops, and as she leans
against Albert’s chair, the hoops are pushed off to the opposite side a little.
Her hair is worn low over her ears, an 1860s style. Albert’s coat has a
velvet collar and his vest is silk; a watch chain drapes through a buttonhole to the watch in his pocket. His whiskers are fashionably styled for
the 1860s. His well polished boots, instead of new leather dress shoes,
show what a practical man he was. This common wedding pose, the man
seated and the woman standing, allows Augusta to show off her dress.
The editor thanks Lynne Z. Bassett, historic textile consultant, for this
description. Photograph courtesy Lois F. White.
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The farmhouse Albert Bickford built in mid-1860s, still standing, with
old Merrill home to the left, now gone. Date, ca. 1885. The farm is located at the corner of Penny and Ha’Penny, foot of Cow Hill. Courtesy
Bickford Album, Peacham Historical Association.

Three weeks after his marriage, Albert was elected at town meeting
to the position of “fence viewer,” the settler of boundary disputes, often
at that time part of the Peacham selectmen’s responsibilities. In 1865
he became one of two petit jury members for Peacham.109 He joined the
church in 1868, Augusta having joined in 1850, long before her marriage.110
In addition to farming his land, Albert continued to help his neighbors. Laura Bailey, an unmarried seamstress whose father had once
hired Albert for farm work and house repairs, noted in her diary the
times “Mr Bickford finished our cistern” or “put on our windows.”111
Augusta died in 1887. Her obituary in The Caledonian described her
as “an intelligent cultural woman” and “a loving wife and mother.” Albert stayed in the house, living with his daughters until his death in
1897. His obituary summarized his life: “Mr Bickford had been one of
the staunch citizens of the town, a solid man.”112 In the probate records
compiled at his death, the household inventory for Albert’s estate listed
“Chest, Carpenter & Cooper tools” evaluated as worth $26.00.113 Remarkably, the frugal man of modest beginnings and a limited education
rose to some civic prominence and left behind an estate valued at
$29,905.25, administrated by the most noted Peacham citizen of the
time, Charles A. Bunker, principal of the Peacham Academy.
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color was pale; Scott E. Hastings, Jr. and Geraldine S. Ames, The Vermont Farm Year in 1890 (The
Woodstock Foundation, 1983), 78. The editor thanks Curator Robert Benz at The Billings Farm for
pointing out the carrot graters in that collection, 12 September 2003.
55 Grafting trees, especially apple, became popular at midcentury with branches from young
trees being grafted onto older ones for increased production or even a more desirable type of apple.
In Albert’s time, apples were mainly grown for cider; Wilson, Hill Country, 217.
56 Farmers bored wooden logs to create pipes for delivering water to the barn. In his 1858 farm
ad, Benjamin Bickford noted “good water running to the house and barn,” probably due to the
pipes his son made. Isaac N. Watts wrote in his diary, 22 October 1866: “Have commenced boring
logs for water works”; Watts Family Papers, UVM.
57 In Albert’s time, taxes for road repair in Peacham were worked out in labor. Usually farmers
like Albert worked on the roads after mud season in the spring and when farm work lessened in the
fall. It was not until 1887 that the Peacham road tax was paid in cash and not “worked out”; Bogart,
Peacham, 384.
58
Frank White, a native of Peacham, suggests that this was presumably the barnyard, churned up
by cattle’s hooves, which was very muddy from the June rains noted by Albert. Farmers put dirt on
the yard to level it and dry it out, hoping to prevent hoof rot.
59 “Making wall” meant building stone fences from the many rocks found in the fields. “Dug
stone” was Albert’s phrase for clearing stones from the field by lifting them onto a stone boat used
to haul rocks to the edges of the field where stone wall fences were erected. As he noted in his journal, some stones were so large that he had to first blast them, and some stone fences needed gates,
which he built.
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60 It is hard to tell what Albert was whitewashing. Farm women whitewashed their buttery; Alice
Watts Choate, Diary, 2 June 1873; Private Collection. Frank White suggests Bickford may have
whitewashed a shop interior.
61 Haying began mid-July and continued about a month as seen in Albert’s journal; see Table 2
accompanying this article for number of loads brought to the barn each year. Rowen, the term for
the second cutting, was noted only on 7 October 1849.
62
The Caledonian, 12 August 1848, reported on a large meeting in Peacham of Whigs and Locofocos, all against extending slavery to new states entering the Union. The fact that Albert called this
meeting a Free Soil Convention might indicate his allegiance to this new party, formed in 1848, with
a stronger antislavery platform than the Democratic and Whig parties.
63
Bogart, Peacham, 313, reported that the threshing machine, invented in Windsor, Vt., in 1822,
was drawn by two horses, and the driver and four men could thresh and clean 25 bushels of wheat
an hour. This machine was not widely used in Peacham until late in the 1850s. Albert noted using a
“thrashing” machine 3 September 1848 and 20 August 1854. Albert used the word “machene” for
three different devices in his journal: “Carrot Machene,” “Thrashing machene,” and “Churning
Machene.”
64
Manure was taken from the barn, where the cows had spent the winter, and was spread as fertilizer on the land; Bogart, ibid., 317.
65
In Vermont the first Tuesday in September was election day for statewide offices. At the 1848
town meeting no candidate for Peacham town representative to the state legislature received a
majority due to a three-party race among Whigs, Free Soilers, and Liberty Party members—all antislavery but differing on issues of tariffs, extending slavery into territories, and how to treat the
Southern states.
66 The Caledonian, 7 October 1848, reported on the Caledonia County Agricultural Fair at the
Danville green on 28 September, listing a premium of $10 for “best 5 yoke of oxen to individuals of
the town of Peacham” and citing a fine exhibition of stock and butter with premiums in both going
to Peacham farmers.
67 Bickford was probably making feed boxes for animals.
68 This is a meeting of the freemen of Peacham for the purpose of casting votes for electors who
will represent Caledonia County in Montpelier to choose the U. S. president. The Caledonian, 11
November 1848, reported that Peacham voted 74 for Martin Van Buren, 73 for Zachary Taylor, and
54 for Lewis Cass.
69 Albert may have used his meat tubs for preserving pork from slaughtering the pigs the week
before. Bogart, Peacham, 237, published a recipe for beef and pork brine from an old undated
account book kept by Peacham native John Ewell (died 1905). This calls for packing the meat
close in the tub, then pouring on the brine of soft water, good salt, brown sugar, and saltpeter.
“Let it remain in the tub untill salted through then smoke if pork bacon or Dry if beef & it is
Excellent.”
70 Albert hauled tree logs to the mill for planing; he also drew logs to be cut for use in wood
stoves. This was a winter job for farmers when oxen could most easily pull logs from the woods.
Albert noted often going to Joseph Bruce’s place where he had a sawmill, shingle mill, and clapboard mill located at the outlet of Peacham Pond; Bogart, ibid., 356, 370.
71 Farmers were beginning to increase their herds and would travel some distance in search of
good cows. In addition to this entry when Albert goes to Irasburg, he noted on 17 July 1853 going
“to Walden after cattle.”
72 Albert noted working in sugar houses for both his father, Benjamin Bickford, and his brotherin-law, James R. Kinerson. He reported low figures, so either others completed the job or these
farmers made few pounds compared to most Peacham farmers. Bogart, Peacham, 315, reported that
maple sugar was a profitable industry in Caledonia County with Peacham ranking high among the
towns in the county producing large numbers of pounds. In 1840 Peacham made 21,180 pounds
according to Zadock Thompson, History of Vermont, Natural, Civil, and Statistical (Burlington:
Chauncey Goodrich, 1842), 138.
73 The Caledonian, 30 June 1849, reported the area was experiencing “the hottest weather ever
known—for so many consecutive days—by the ‘oldest inhabitant.’”
74 Albert noted making shingles in 1849 during the weeks of July 22 and 29. Finally on August 19
he indicated the use of these for shingling the barn.
75 The Caledonian, 18 August 1849, reported two days of almost constant rain which was “too
late to benefit hay crop and much of the grain” but would be of “great service to corn, potatoes and
the fall feed.”
76 In November 1849 and 1850, Albert noted that he was gathering leaves, probably for bedding
the cows in the barn during the cold months.
77 Frank White suggests that ditching was needed to drain water from the low-lying fields. Albert
continued “ditching” in May, June, and September 1850.
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78 Frank White thought that Albert may be splitting out thin pieces of wood that he then planed
down to use for the sides of the butter tubs.
79 At this time the county court was held in Danville, about ten miles from the Bickford farm. In
1856 the shire of the county was moved to St. Johnsbury. It is not clear why Albert went to court, as
he had noted neither jury duty nor legal problems. He may have been merely a spectator, having
little work on the farm at this time.
80
“Whicher cow” may refer to an owner who paid to have the cow boarded with the Bickfords
or to the man from whom the cow was purchased. At the time there was a Frederick Whitcher in
Cabot; The Caledonian, 17 January 1850. Charles A. Choate noted in his diary a J. Whitcher dealing
in cows, 13 January and 19 December 1881.
81
U.S. Agricultural Census, State of Vermont, 1850, listed Benjamin Bickford with two “working
oxen.”
82
It is unclear where Bickford went to have his teeth filled, as The Caledonian had no ads for
Peacham dentists, but possibly Dr. Farr served as dentist as well as medical physician. At this time,
tooth aches were usually treated by having the rotten tooth pulled, as seen in the Journal of Alfred
and Chastina W. Rix, California Historical Society, hereafter cited as Rix Journal, CHS: on 20
November 1849 Clara Walbridge “had two rotten teeth pulled,” and on 27 January 1850, Sarah Walbridge Way went “to the Dr.’s & got a tooth pulled.”
83
Although Chastina Walbridge Rix did not attend the wedding of her close acquaintances, she
did commemorate the day by writing on 6 June 1850: “Luther Parker & Louisa Martin 5 1”; Rix
Journal, CHS. At this time it was customary for only family members to be present at the marriage
ceremony, which was usually held at the bride’s home. Louisa’s close cousin, Augusta Merrill, would
have attended. It is a mystery why Albert attended.
84 The Caledonian, 28 September 1850, reported that Caledonia County had insufficient funds
for a fair this year. Albert went to the Orange County fair in Bradford, where an exhibition of 300
pairs of working oxen was the hit of the show.
85 There is no information about Benjamin Bickford’s trip to Oswego, N.Y. He may have gone
west to see if he wanted to move to a place with a longer growing season or simply to visit friends
who had moved there. In any case, he returned in twelve days.
86 “Gitting out manure” means removing cow waste from the barn while “gitting up muck”
seems to refer to clearing waste in the barnyard. Isaac N. Watts made a similar distinction in his
1867 diary when he noted “drawing manure” much of the month of May and “got it plowed in” on
the corn fields. At the end of June, after several hard rains, he was “drawing muck” and “fixing the
barnyard”; Diary, 16, 17 May and 25, 26, 27 June 1867, Watts Family Papers, UVM. The distinction
between “manure” and “muck” is not always clear.
87 During this period in Vermont, the date for Thanksgiving was set by the governor as it was a
state holiday. The date varied through November and early December, often not coinciding with
the date set by other New England governors. In 1863 President Abraham Lincoln proclaimed
Thanksgiving a national holiday to be celebrated on the last Thursday of November.
88 “Brakeing colts” refers to training young horses for work or riding with saddle.
89 This entry may be misdated as the picnic most likely occurred on July 4th.
90 Frank White suggests that this is a “drawshave” or draw knife that Albert used in the shop.
91 As an example of community working together, diaries and letters of nineteenth-century
Peachamites occasionally note that a child is missing and people in the town immediately begin
searching. On 11 November 1849, Chastina Walbridge Rix at the Corner wrote of a similar experience: “it was noised abroad that a boy was lost in the woods . . . a hundred or more . . . people . . .
went to the ground. They were about starting into the woods when lo the lost one appeared in sight.
Young Carter had lain in the woods all night, but in the morning found his way out & came home;”
Rix Journal, CHS.
92 Dr. Josiah Shedd, a long-practicing doctor in Peacham who became a trustee and benefactor
of the Academy, died September 4, 1851; Watts and Choate, People of Peacham, 273; Bogart,
Peacham, 132, 234; The Caledonian, 13 September 1851. Alfred Rix, principal of the Academy, summarized Shedd’s life: “He was a fine old fellow in many respects—hard business man but a good
neighbor, citizen & philanthropist.” After his funeral Alfred added: “If a poor man dies nobody has
a word to say against him if he has kept clear of the State Prison—while if a rich man dies he is
cursed anyhow & sent to hell if he has not acted in all things like a saint. . . . Dr. Shedd has left a
blank which could not be fairly filled by all the tribe of snivelling shit-asses who are now barking
over his grave. Let them go to work with the same energy & faithfulness as he did & they will have
less leisure for & less inclination to indulge in envious gab at the Dr.’s memory”; Rix Journal, CHS,
4 and 7 September 1851.
93 Cases of suicide were often noted in the local newspaper. By mid-nineteenth century, the obituaries of suicides did not include negative comments as seen earlier in the century. They often
explained that the person “was no doubt temporarily insane,” as they did for Augustus Walbridge;
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The Caledonian, 11 November 1881. The most famous Peacham suicide was nineteen-year-old Harvard law student, George Mattocks, son of John Mattocks, governor of Vermont, who killed himself
in 1844; The Caledonian, 29 January 1844. The editor is indebted to David E. L. Brown for pointing
out that August–September may have been a period with no prescribed sermon lessons, thus Boutelle might have used the commandments for a series of sermons.
94
According to The North Star, 13 December 1851, the Caledonia County Court was in session in
December when Albert spent a day and later in the month two weeks in Danville, possibly attending court. The newspaper reported “a trial of rather a novel character” concerning the widow of a
man who died at Sheffield when the stagecoach he was riding in overturned. Citing the legislature’s
law “making towns liable for accidents of this kind, when they occur from bad roads,” widow Lucy
Flanders requested $5,000 in damages. This was the first case under the new law, and the newspaper,
20 December 1851, gave the account that “after a long and patient trial, accompanied by able arguments of counsel on both sides, the jury could not agree.” This is the kind of case that would have
interested Albert and any other farmer who used town roads. Following this, the freemen at
Peacham’s town meeting, 6 March 1855, voted “to pay S. B. Hooker the damage he sustained by the
loss of his horse in breaking out the highway”; Town Meeting Records: Vol. 2, 1845–1865, pp. 67–68.
It seems that judgment on who was responsible was going to be determined on a case-by-case basis.
95
It was called a deacons meeting when a preacher was unavailable and one of the deacons read
a published sermon. Most attendees found these services dull.
96
Lyman Pattridge, a Peacham farmer, died 28 May 1852; Watts and Choate, People of Peacham,
242–243 and The Caledonian, 12 June 1852. Chastina Walbridge Rix wrote 30 May 1852: “Mr.
Lyman Patridge was buried. Died of cancers in his eyes”; Rix Journal, CHS.
97 Frank White points out that Albert may “simply [be] chopping up the corn stalks and feeding them to the cows. In the 1830s some farmers cut off the tops of the corn stalks to use as cattle
feed . . . the most important aspect of raising corn was to harvest the ears that would be husked,
dried, shelled, and then ground into meal both for animal feed and for human consumption. They
did not turn the corn into silage until a bit later.” Isaac N. Watts wrote that he cut off corn stalks in
diary entries: 11, 13 and 14 September 1867, and 3, 8, and 18 September 1868; Watts Family
Papers, UVM.
98 It was common practice for ministers to preach funeral sermons after the death or on the anniversary of the birthday of notable American men. Peacham’s first minister, Leonard Worcester,
preached such a sermon for George Washington on the first birthday after his death; Leonard
Worcester, An Oration Pronounced at Peacham, in Commemoration of the Death of the Late Gen.
George Washington, February 22d, 1800 (Peacham: Farley & Goss, 1800). There is no record of Boutelle’s sermon for Daniel Webster, who died 24 October 1852, although The Caledonian reported on
funeral sermons for Webster in Boston churches. One interesting fact Boutelle might have noted in
his sermon was that the childhood minister of Webster in Salisbury, New Hampshire, was the
brother of Leonard Worcester; The Caledonian, 13 November 1852.
99 Ash is a durable wood probably used in making butter tubs.
100 Usually “smokey” refers to the haze of early autumn, when the air is no longer clear and
bright, as he noted on 26 August 1854. This entry is written in June when the warm and dry weather
with cool nights resulted in a smoky mist. Isaac N. Watts wrote in his diary 29 July 1868 during a hot
spell: “Is pretty smoky today”; Watts Family Papers, UVM.
101 See note 65. No candidate received a majority for Peacham town representative to the state
legislature in 1848, 1851–1853, and 1855; Bogart, Peacham, 466.
102 Frank White describes a sawframe and Albert’s use of it: “The saw blade is attached to the
end pieces of a rectangular frame and is stretched taut by a tensioning device; can be a handsaw, a
saw mounted in vertical guides with a table and a treadle, sort of like a large jigsaw. Sawmills had
large reciprocating saws mounted in frames. The fact that he worked this week and the next suggests a large frame, possibly in a sawmill.”
103 Then and now, farmers are fearful of putting wet hay in the barn as there is a good chance of
spontaneous combustion.
104 Bogart, Peacham, 274, 380–381, wrote that Ira L. McClary’s store was in business in 1860 at
the Corner. He described it as “a small building on the lot next to his house, a unique structure on
Maple Street with two Greek Doric pillars in front, which was built for him by Silas Burnham. The
store building was later moved across the road by Irving Hobart and used as a garage.” The editor
notes that in 1999 the street became South Main. Walton’s Register did not list stores in 1859, but did
include McClary’s in 1860, one of five merchants listed in Peacham, the only year that store appeared.
105 Mrs. Merrill is Miriam Eastman (1816–1895), married on 21 February 1856 to Hazen Merrill,
his third wife; Watts and Choate, People of Peacham, 103, 211. The Merrills lived at the foot of Cow
Hill.
106 Bogart, Peacham, 180, on “the remarkable Merrill family.” Augusta Merrill was educated at
the Peacham Academy and spent a year at the Bradford Seminary. “Still in the market” is a phrase
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from a letter, 29 May 1853, Roxana Watts, Peacham, to son-in-law, Walbridge-Gregory Family
Papers, CHS. The editor is indebted to Lorna Quimby for the phrase “on the shelf,” summer 2001.
107 Peacham Land Records: Book 13, p. 439.
108 The editor is indebted to Jeremy Packard for a tour of the Albert and Augusta Bickford property and to Russell Kinerson for a tour of Cow Hill; fall 2003.
109
The Caledonian, 7 March 1862 and 9 June 1865.
110
Manual of the Congregational Church in Peacham, Vermont (Jericho: Roscoe Publishing
House, 1890), 20, 23.
111
Laura Bailey, Diaries, 25 August 1864 and 8 December 1866; Private Collection.
112
The Caledonian, 17 February 1887 and 9 April 1897.
113
Caledonia County Probate Office: Volume 62, pp. 565–566. The editor thanks Janet Paige for
bringing records out of storage while the courthouse in St. Johnsbury was being renovated.

